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Message from the Mayor of Cape Town

The 2010 FIFA World CupTM will give Cape Town an opportunity to show the world that it can successfully 

host major international events that also leave a positive environmental legacy. To achieve this, Host City Cape 

Town is implementing Green Goal 2010, the official greening programme of the tournament.

The development of the Smart Events Handbook is one of the Green Goal legacies, which will provide 

guidance to the events industry for hosting events in a more sustainable manner. Events draw people, who 

need transport and accommodation that leads to economic growth. Events do however also require resources 

such as energy and water, while creating waste and pollution. As much as we need events in Cape Town, we 

also need these events to be hosted responsibly.

Event greening is the process of incorporating socially and environmentally responsible decision-making into 

the organisation, implementation and participation of an event. Regardless of the size or type of event, you 

can make a difference to ensure that it is done in a responsible manner. We host many large and small events 

in Cape Town every year and I would encourage you to consider how you can incorporate event greening as 

you plan your next event.

Let’s work together to ensure that all Cape Town events become green events.

Dan Plato

Executive Mayor
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INTRODUCTION

The Smart Living Handbook was developed for Cape Town households, with a focus 

on the efficient use of natural resources such as water and energy, the reduction of 

waste, and the protection of our natural biodiversity. It has been successfully used to 

train and raise awareness among City of Cape Town staff, in schools, communities

and the corporate sector in Cape Town. 

As part of the 2010 FIFA World Cup™ Cape Town Green Goal Initiative, the City

of Cape Town decided to also compile a Smart Events Handbook to guide event 

organisers, venues, suppliers and sub-contractors in planning and implementing

events in a sustainable and responsible manner. It aims to promote resource

efficiency and sustainability in every organised event in Cape Town. 

The Smart Events Handbook has been produced by the City of Cape Town to encourage event greening for all 

events hosted in the city. It can be used for a range of events, such as meetings, conferences and exhibitions, and 

applies equally to large sports events and small local community initiatives.

The handbook is aimed at the following main groups:
Event organisers – conferences, meetings, seminars, workshops, festivals, exhibitions

Venues – hotels, convention centres, and other venues where events are held

Suppliers and sub-contractors – infrastructure, audiovisual equipment, transport, products

However, the handbook is not intended for professional event organisers only, but also for people arranging small 

informal events at schools or in their local community. It provides an overview of the main aspects that need to be 

considered, though innovation continues to broaden the scope.

The book is divided into four sections with practical tips for implementation:

WHAT?   Basic information about event-greening principles and practices

WHY?    Benefits of event greening, and the environmental impact of events

HOW?    Practical information on how to get started, and what you need to consider

RESOURCES:   Additional information, with a glossary and useful websites

Events can have a large environmental impact and therefore it is important to understand the basic principles

and reasons why we need to change our actions. This needs to become an integral part of our planning and

implementation at a micro level, but we also need to understand the bigger picture and an event’s relation to 

global warming.

It is advisable that this handbook be read together with the Smart Living Handbook and the Smart Office Hand-

book for more detailed information. The Smart Living Handbook can be downloaded from the City of Cape Town 

website, http://www.capetown.gov.za/smartlivinghandbook.
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